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Roulette is one of the most iconic games from the CS:GO gambling space because it ’s easy to

play, the odds can be in your favor and you can get exclusive bonuses. That ’s why

CSGORadar.com built this ranking of the best CS:GO Roulette sites in 2023 so that you can claim

this awesome game on the top industry top platforms.

We’ll also show you how to select the top CS:GO roulette sites by unveiling the entire review

process, along with instructions on how to join these sites and claim your special bonuses.

Ranking of Top CSGO Roulette Websites

This ranking has taken long hours of research and analysis because analyzing the entire industry to

identify which ones are the best CS:GO roulette sites in terms of gambling experience, bonuses,

suitability for Roulette, online security, payment methods, and customer support:
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 CSGOEmpie: Best Overall CS:GO Roulette Site

 CSGORoll: Best Giveaways for Playing Roulette

 CSGOLuck: Best Welcome Bonus & Promotions

 CSGOFast: Best Daily Bonuses for CSGO Roulette

 CSGO500: Best for Playing with Crypto

Each one of these CS:GO gambling sites are the top platform for playing Roulette because they

offer the gambling experience and bonuses that you need to have a good and profitable time

playing this iconic game.

 CSGOEmpire: Best Overall CS:GO Roulette Site

CSGOEmpire only focuses on two games: Coin Flip and Roulette. Therefore, it ’s become a hyper-

specialized platform, leading it to become the best overall CS:GO Roulette site because it offers

vast bonuses for playing this game, a fast and intuitive interface, great mobile play, and huge

payouts.

If you’ve never played CS:GO Roulette before and you want to get started on the best site, then

look no further than CSGOEmpire.

 CSGORoll: Best Giveaways for Playing Roulette

CSGORoll is a solid site for playing CS:GO Roulette because it delivers a smooth, fast and

comfortable gambling experience on its website, whether you play from your desktop, tablet or

smartphone.

It stands out because it hosts the best giveaways from the CS:GO Roulette sites we recommend

here. They’re worth thousands of dollars, like the Xmas Giveaway, which is worth $500K, and you

can win your share by playing CS:GO Roulette. The more you play, the more chances of winning a

huge prize you will have!

Furthermore, it ’s also a solid site for Case Opening, bringing you even more chances to grow your

Roulette profits. Because you can use the skins/cash you win to buy more CS:GO cases, which can

allow you to win highly-valuable skins if you’re lucky.

 CSGOLuck: Best Welcome Bonus

If you just want to claim the best welcome bonus, then CSGOLuck will deliver exactly what you’re

looking for. By clicking the unique link or entering the promo code, you will obtain 5 FREE Cases

that will give you the chance to win unique skins, which you can use to bet on CS:GO Roulette.

CSGOLuck provides an optimal environment for playing Roulette because it hosts rounds of the

game every 14 seconds, it displays the last 100 results, and the game runs well even with a low-
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speed WiFi connection. Furthermore, it offers a nice bonus pot that you can win if there are three

rounds of “Green”, which is represented by the symbol of clover.

 CSGOFast: Best Daily Bonuses for CSGO Roulette

CSGOFast is the place to be if you want daily FREE coins, which you can use to bet on CS:GO

Roulette. The site brings an excellent casino experience for playing CS:GO Roulette because of

the site - both mobile and desktop - loads fast.

It hosts rounds of the game every 20 seconds, and it is more similar to an online casino since you

can bet on colors and different numbers, such as 11, 8, 7, 8, 14, etc. Therefore, if you want a CSGO

roulette site with a daily bonus of free points and that ’s pretty similar to a conventional online

casino, then CSGOFast is the place to be.

 CSGO500: Best for Playing with Crypto

Want to be on CS:GO Roulette with cryptocurrencies such as BTC, USDT, ETH, DOGE, etc.? Then

CSGO500 will be the perfect CSGO Roulette site for you. On top of that, it also offers a nice

welcome bonus of free money that you can use to play Roulette, be it that you want to test the

water, increase your bankroll or use it for a risky bet such as betting on two consecutive “Green”.

How to Join a CS:GO Roulette Casino

Joining any of the recommended CS:GO roulette sites is pretty easy, all you have to do is to follow

these 5 steps:

�. Choose a site from our list (for example, CSGOEmpire)

�. Join it via email, Steam or social media

�. Activate your account

�. Claim your welcome bonus

�. Start playing CS:GO Roulette!

Don’t forget to enter the promo code or to use our exclusive link, so that you can claim the

corresponding welcome bonuses such as free cases, free coins and/or free skins.

Selecting an Excellent CS:GO Gambling Site for Playing
Online Roulette

We’ve already mentioned that this ranking took our team long hours of work, research and

analysis, and this is the process that they followed. Keep in mind that each one of these steps is
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going to take a lot of work, because there are many data sources and factors that you have to

evaluate.

Therefore, joining any of our recommended CSGO Roulette sites will be your best choice because

using this process to analyze and select a site on your own is going to take you a lot of time,

especially if you don’t have experience in this field. Here’s how we do it:

�. Check for gambling licenses: We check if the site has been licensed by a competent

authority from jurisdictions like Curacao, Malta, Gibraltar, etc.

�. Check for Provably Fair: To make sure that the result are 100% random and that you

can freely check them in a public blockchain

�. Check for audits: To verify that the Provably Fair system of the site has been audited

and proven to work in a correct manner that guarantees random and fair results

�. Check for CS:GO Roulette playability: We make sure that the site offers all the

necessary elements to provide an excellent gambling experience when playing

CS:GO Roulette

�. Review the bonuses: It ’s also important to check the quality of the bonuses,

promotions and giveaways, to make sure that you get the best value out of joining

the site and every deposit you make. We also make sure that it offers a Loyalty

Reward program so that you can take full advantage of every bet you make when

playing CS:GO Roulette

�. Review online security: We make sure that the site is equipped with the necessary

technology and that it implements key measures that will guarantee your security

when using the site

�. Check payment methods: We verify that the site offers a wide myriad of payment

methods with a fast processing time and minimal fees

�. Test mobile play: We also test the site on mobile - iOS and Android - and from

different service and several types of networks, to make sure that it works perfectly

when playing from your smartphone or tablet

�. Test the customer support service: We also check if the site is capable of bringing a

quality customer support service, by testing their responses and answers through

their different contact channels.

In summary, this review process addresses all the factors that matter when choosing a good

CS:GO Roulette site. Therefore, you can rest assured that our recommended sites will bring you the

kind of experience you’re looking for.



What are the Benefits of Playing at the Top CS:GO
Roulette Websites?

These exclusive selection of recommended CSGO Roulette sites will bring you key benefits that

will take your gambling experience to the next level - here’s what you need to know about our

ranking.

Get exclusive bonuses to play Roulette

Our sites bring you exclusive bonuses such as free cases, free skins and free money, which you can

use to bet on the Roulette games they offer. Be it that you want to test the game before using real

money, or you simply want to make a risky bet to see if you’re lucky enough to land a big win,

these sites will bring you the bonuses and promotions you need to make the most out of betting

on CS:GO Roulette.

Guaranteed random and fair results

These sites guarantee that all the rounds of their Roulette games will only deliver random and fair

results. Because they’re Provably Fair and they’ve been audited by firms like iTech Labs, you can

rest assured that your money will be safe.

Best gambling experience for Roulette

Instead of playing at a long list of CSGO gambling sites that incorporate Roulette like “just

another game”, these recommended sites have designed their interface, websitem, and/or apps to

this game. Therefore, you will get the best gambling experience if you want to focus on CS:GO

roulette.

For example, these sites host Roulette rounds every 6 to 12 seconds, bringing you multiple chances

to play it. This is especially important if you want to run a strategy based on past results, because

you’ll get more than enough opportunities to apply it.

Frequently Asked Questions (F.A.Q)

Do you still have questions about these selection of CSGO Roulette sites? Then this section will

bring you the answers you’re looking for, so you can get started today.

Can you bet CS:GO skins on CSGO Roulette?

Yes, in fact most people use skins to bet at CS:GO Roulette, because it ’s a great way to add new

CS:GO skins to your inventory. However, you can also sell these skins for cash or cryptocurrencies

so that you can cash out the winnings the way you prefer.

Is CS:GO Roulette fair?
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Yes, because these recommended sites are Provably Fair, which guarantees that all the results are

random and traceable. You can check the past results whenever you need to, since all the data is

logged in a public blockchain.

Is it legal to play at CS:GO Roulette sites?

Yes, because these sites are licensed, regulated and audited, it ’s legal to play at them as long as

your local jurisdictions online gambling (precisely skins gambling) is a lawful activity.
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